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Rejoinder

Vince FitzGerald

ON HARDING, Ian Harper and I all agree that Australian saving is sub- 
■ optimally low. We also agree on where to look for the major causes: the 

J  lailure to shift the mix ol the taxation system far enough from taxing in
come (and saving) and towards taxing consumption spending;1 the failure to institu
tionalise fiscal responsibility; and die lailure to reform our welfare system (broadly 
defined) to minimise its anti-saving bias.

First-best or Second-best Reforms to Raise Saving?

I have work in progress to appear in an early 1996 issue of AustAsiaii Papers, 
looking at social, cultural and institutional influences on saving, comparing Asia with 
Australia. A key conclusion from that work is that such influences appear to oper
ate essentially through the overall structure ol economic incentives that people face, 
particularly the taxation and welfare systems, current and expected. I dierelore very 
much agree that in order to bring about radical and lasting change in household 
saving behaviour, fundamental reforms in taxation, welfare and fiscal responsibility 
would be required —  and the reforms would have to be expected to bust. Without 
such reforms, we can expect to bring about only moderate change in saving behav
iour.

Perhaps I am, as Harding suggests, too pessimistic about prospects for such 
fundamental reforms; as Harper emphasises, New Zealand presents some lessons 
about what first-best reforms might realistically be achievable, given constructive 
politics. I argue, however, that the second-best measures that I advocate in my arti
cle —  fiscal responsibility policies (really a first-best), obligatory minimum saving 
earmarked lor retirement income provision, and expenditure tax treatment for 
medium- to longer-term financial saving —  would all complement and help lead to 
more thorough-going reforms. Let us not ‘make the best die enemy of the good’.

I note that even in New Zealand, which is I believe is now the only OECD 
country not to have a compulsory contributory social security/retirement income 
provision system, reform architect Roger Douglas (1993) supports die introduction 
ol slidl a system, essentially on die same kinds of intergenerational equity grounds 
diat I have emphasised. I note diat the cost of die present taxpayer-funded univer
sal pension in New Zealand is much higher reladve to GDP dian diat of Australia’s 
means-tested pension —  7.5 per cent of GDP as against 3.9 per cent circa 1990

1 It is fair to note that some elements ol the tax system, such as accelerated depreciation, have moved it 
partially along the spectrum towards expenditure taxation.
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(World Bank, 1994:Table A.5) —  and diis higher cost is presumably subject to a 
similar proportionate future rise.

I now turn to die diree broad topics about which my two commentators have 
mainly taken issue. Harding focuses on two sets ol issues: die relationship between 
national saving and investment, and aspects of die case for compulsory minimum 
superannuation. Harper also focuses on die relationship between saving and in
vestment, aldiough making some different points; and on aspects ol my proposal 
for expenditure tax treatment of a class of financial saving.

The Relationship between National Saving and Investment

All three of us agree on die reality of die strong posidve correladon, looking across 
countries and over medium to long timeframes, between national saving and in
vestment; or, because die investment rate and die rate of economic growdi are so 
closely related, between saving rates and growdi rates. Harding focuses mainly on 
die direction of causality, and Harper on die magnitude of die relationship and 
whedier we should be concerned about die difference between national investment 
and national saving —  die current account deficit.

The direction of causality continues to be controversial, and I have reviewed 
contributions on bodi sides. Undoubtedly die relationship is bi-directional and, as 
illustrated in Chart 3.3 of my National Saving report (FitzGerald, 1993:44), it may 
even be of different sign in die short run (when Keynesian elfects may dominate) 
dian in die medium to long run as supply-side effects loom larger. It does seem to 
be die case dial, at least for a transitional period, moving to a higher growdi rate 
feeds back into an increase in die saving rate over whatever level it would have been 
odierwise. Seeing that as die predominant causal relationship, as various studies 
(mainly ones using less formal methods) have done, raises such questions as why 
people would sacrifice even more consumption now, once diey are confident that 
diey will be even richer in die future than diey previously diought; and, more fun
damentally, what brings about the higher growth in die first place?

A general conclusion from die recent Reserve Bank conference on productivity 
and growth (see Andersen et al., 1995) was diat, while we know much less dian we 
would like about die influence of most factors on countries’ growdi rates, one factor 
about which there is relatively little uncertainty is the clear positive effect on growdi 
of die accumulation of productive factors, particularly capital (of all kinds). Unless 
‘padiologicaT complications are invoked, diis must extend to a positive effect on 
growdi of increased accumulation of wealdl —  that is, saving.

Among the various studies of the relationship, I highlighted in my paper two —  
Hutchison (1992) and Nelson (1993) — which had examined it using large data sets 
(involving long periods, many countries, and accounting for a range of factors diat 
need to be controlled for), and formal econometric analysis, including causality 
testing, "fliese studies strongly support die view that over die medium to long term, 
die predominant causality is from saving to investment. (Interestingly, bodi studies 
also illuminate the issue of die impact of government on private saving behaviour —  
indicating a substantial offsetting reduction in private saving in response to increased
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public saving achieved by taxation increases, but little such offsetting response to 
expenditure cuts.)

I would note that the papers by Barro et al. (1995) and Taylor (1995) that 
Harding cites do not conflict with diat conclusion. Essentially, Barro et al. say that 
even diougli capital is free to move across borders, in practice Hows may be small; 
diat is to say, if domestic saving is increased, domestic investment is likely to in
crease as well. And I have no problem widi Taylor’s conclusion eidier, namely, diat 
increased capital mobility widi financial liberalisation is likely to weaken (but not 
eliminate) die correladon. Taiwan, going from reliance largely on savings generated 
widiin firms to increased access to capital markets, presents an example of dial (see 
Wing & Liu, 1993).

As for die apparendy contradictory finding of die audiors of The East Asian 
Miracle, I note diat, surprisingly lor a study of growth, dieir brief note on causality 
tesfing (World Bank, 1993:242-5) covered only die reladvely short run (not beyond 
five years), which is die horizon over which Keynesian effects are likely to be signifi
cant, and controlled for no odier factors.

Should We Be Concerned About the Current Account Deficit?

Harper accepts diat increased saving should increase investment, but argues dial 
die increase in investment may exceed die increase in saving. This has of course 
been true in certain periods for certain countries, including Australia during die late- 
1980s boom period. However, die much more typical finding (see Dornbusch, 
1991) of research in die Feldstein-Horioka stream is for a less dian one-for-one 
relationship. That is, if saving is increased, investment can be expected (given time) 
to rise by less, dius leading to a lower current account deficit as well as to die in
vestment increase.

In the arithmetic I presented to illustrate how one might put a magnitude on 
our saving ‘shortiall’, I was not proposing a current account deficit target for its own 
sake, but simply imposing die constraint that we cannot sustainably finance higher 
growdi by incurring foreign debt-servicing burdens diat rise without limit relative to 
GDP. This is hardly controversial: see, lor example, die recent commentary on 
Australia in The Economist (4 November 1995, p.IS). All that I assume in my ar
ticle is diat any sustainable growdi scenario should involve die current account defi
cit stabilising in relation to GDP at some level over the medium term.

In principle, I would subscribe to Harper’s ‘consenting adults’ view of die cur
rent account deficit if we had fiscal responsibility policies in place and if increments 
in the deficit over recent times had clearly related to wealdi-creadng investment. 
But diat is not what has happened over the past two decades or so. Properly meas
ured (see FitzGerald, 1994), government debt exceeds die external debt. The pri
vate sector is a net lender. And the great rise in public debt over die past two dec
ades went largely to finance current consumption expenditure, not wealdi creation. 
As Sims (1995) stresses, diat—  not wealdi-creadng investment, public or private —  
is die fundamental source of the rise in our external deficit and debt over diat pe-
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nod, doubling die average ratio of die current account deficit to GDP from 2.25 to 
4.5 per cent.

Apart from die fact diat comparisons of die increase in our net wealdi widi die 
(smaller) increase in our foreign debt typically do not adequately consider die aspect 
of risk and its implicadons for die rate of return required of investments, I would 
argue dial diese comparisons miss die point. We would be richer still if we had not 
incurred debt on a large scale dirough government, which did not produce com
mensurate increases in our nadonal wealdi.

Objections to Compulsory Superannuation

I will respond only briefly to Harding’s comments on compulsory superannuation. 
It is true (as I have said elsewhere) diat we do not know enough about die offset (in 
reduced odier saving), and diat it may well rise over time. The latest work on diis 
(Covick & Higgs, 1995) puts die offset at 37 per cent, but sheds no light on whedier 
it will rise. Indeed, die continuing steady fall in die household saving rado almost a 
decade alter die initial steps to introduce award superannuadon is a salutary re
minder of the strength of households’ response to die overall incendve structure 
diey face, and to dieir increased ability to adjust saving patterns (dirough easier ac
cess to finance and so on).

Harding goes on to raise the possible effects of compulsory saving on human 
capital accumuladon. The scenario is diat, because of liquidity constraints, people 
will prefer careers widi high inidal wages but poor prospects: that is, careers widi 
lower rates of human capital accumuladon. He asserts that ‘compulsory saving 
would need to have only a small effect on human capital accumuladon to reduce 
GDP by an amount dial is large reladve to die alleged gains from a compulsory 
saving policy’. I do not see either many opportunides for such trade-oils (most 
jobs diat will pay more later also pay more now) or any evidence that the strength of 
household responses to them is, or may be, significant. It is equally plausible that 
people will react in the opposite way, and acquire more human capital dirough edu
cation or training so as to be paid more. Empirical evidence is needed.

Harding’s odier point about die increased wedge between produedon and con- 
sumpdon wages has more weight. It suggests that die obligadon for minimum re
tirement provision should ideally be on the individual, and not oceupadonally re
lated. I agree widi this but note dial a significant effect on the rate of unemploy
ment has not yet been demonstrated empirically, aldiough some scenario modelling 
has suggested dial there could be an effect, over some horizons.

Taxing Saving as Saving

Finally, I respond to Harper’s points about my proposal for taxing a class of finan
cial saving on an expenditure basis. In doing so, I note diat his use of die label ‘tax- 
preferred’ is a rellecdon of how we have come to regard die present distorted over- 
taxadon of saving —  in most forms —  as die norm, and proposals for restoring 
something like neutrality as implying preference or privilege.
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As my article points out, the contrast between the treatment of saving in the 
form of equity in the family home, and the treatment of saving in almost any of the 
financial forms that flow more directly into business capital, has had a significant 
economic cost, as reflected in the large gap between their realised economic rates of 
return over the past three to four decades. Ameliorating this distortion alone pro
vides adequate justification for my proposal, even if diere were no significant effects 
on die quantum of saving —  which is die ‘agnostic’ view favoured by official sector 
surveyors of relevant literature, mainly studies of aggregate saving (for example, 
OECD, 1994).

As I argue in my ardcle, however, die weight of evidence from die studies using 
extensive dine series/cross-secdon data is diat diere are likely to be at least moderate 
posidve gains in private saving. If private saving is at worst not reduced and its pat
tern is certainly less distorted, die only debate is about whedier diis is at a cost to 
public saving. My own sub-heading above, ‘Taxing Saving as Saving’, is intended to 
highlight what I regard as die cridcal insight needed to address diat issue properly. 
The pure deferral of taxadon inherent in expenditure taxadon does not, as a ‘short- 
termist’ view focusing only on die inidal period in which die saving is made would 
have it, necessarily involve any outright cost to public saving. Simply viewing it in 
the timeframe o f  the saving—  diat is, between die point of deposit and die point of 
wididrawal —  makes it clear diat what is happening is diat die public purse is co
saving. The forgone tax at die point of deposit earns, in die larger tax collected at 
die point of wididrawal, die same returns for the government revenue diat die pri
vate saver earns. And under die expenditure taxation regime, diere is no wedge 
between diat return and die lull economic return diat die underlying real invest
ments earn.

So long as that return exceeds die government bond rate, die effect on govern
ment revenues —  eidier in net present value or, in die medium term, in cash flow 
terms —  is posidve, as demonstrated in the detailed simulations, bodi for individu
als and for die aggregate, presented in FitzGerald (1993b).

Tlius, if die issues for public saving are viewed in proper timeframe and con
text, the cautionary points diat Harper makes about risking a cost to public saving 
fall away: providing, diat is, we can lift our sights beyond die short term. In dial ho
rizon, of course, diere are practical issues of covering a cash flow shordall and con
vincing die financial markets diat diis shordall is die counterpart of a stronger me
dium-term fiscal position.

In that real world, I agree with Harper (and indeed so indicated in die National 
Saving report) dial die move would be ‘easier to contemplate from a position of 
financial strengdi’ and diat ‘New Zealand may yet show us die way on diis as on so 
many odier fronts’. New Zealand has indeed done so: demonstrating diat a credi
ble and committed fiscal responsibility regime is clearly, on all the evidence re
viewed above, an indispensable foundation for any fully effective national saving 
policy.
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